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Abstract

Non-linear programming has been extensively used in wireless telecom-

munication systems design. An important criterion in optimization is the

minimization of mean square error. This thesis examines two applications:

peak to average power ratio (PAPR) reduction in orthogonal frequency di-

vision multiplexing (OFDM) systems and wireless airtime traffic estimation.

These two applications are both of interests to wireless service providers.

PAPR reduction is implemented in the handheld devices and low complexity

is a major objective. On the other hand, exact traffic prediction can save

a huge cost for wireless service providers by better resource management

through off-line operations.

High PAPR is one of the major disadvantages of OFDM system which

is resulted from large envelope fluctuation of the signal. Our proposed tech-

nique to reduce the PAPR is based on constellation shaping that starts with

a larger constellation of points, and then the points with higher energy are

removed. The constellation shaping algorithm is combined with peak reduc-

tion, with extra flexibilities defined to reduce the signal peak. This method,

called MMSE-Threshold, has a significant improvement in PAPR reduction

with low computational complexity.

The peak reduction formulated into a quadratic minimization problem
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is subsequently optimized by the semidefinite programming algorithm, and

the simulation results show that the PAPR of semidefinite programming al-

gorithm (SDPA) has noticeable improvement over MMSE-Threshold while

SDPA has higher complexity. Results are also presented for the PAPR mini-

mization by applying optimization techniques such as hill climbing and sim-

ulated annealing. The simulation results indicate that for a small number of

sub-carriers, both hill climbing and simulated annealing result in a signifi-

cant improvement in PAPR reduction, while their degree of complexity can

be very large.

The second application of non-linear optimization is in airtime data traf-

fic estimation. This is a crucial problem in many organizations and plays

a significant role in resource management of the company. Even a small

improvement in the data prediction can save a huge cost for the organiza-

tion. Our proposed method is based on the definition of extra parameters

for the basic structural model. In the proposed technique, a novel search

method that combines the maximum likelihood estimation with mean abso-

lute percentage error of the estimated data is presented. Simulated results

indicate a substantial improvement in the proposed technique over that of

the basic structural model and seasonal autoregressive integrated moving av-

erage (SARIMA) package. In addition, this model is capable of updating the

parameters when new data become available.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Non-linear and quadratic optimization techniques have always been impor-

tant research problems in wireless communications. One criterion in opti-

mization of wireless communication systems is minimum mean square error

(MMSE). This thesis deals with two applications of non-linear optimization

techniques with minimum mean square error criterion. We examine two

applications: peak to average power ratio (PAPR) reduction in orthogonal

frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) systems and wireless airtime traffic

estimation. These two applications are both of interests to wireless service

providers. PAPR reduction is implemented in the handheld devices and low

complexity is a major objective. On the other hand, exact traffic prediction

can save a huge cost for wireless service providers by better resource man-
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

agement through off-line operations. First, we look at peak to average power

ratio (PAPR) reduction of an orthogonal frequency division multiplexing

(OFDM) system.

OFDM used in fourth-generation wireless technology is a multi-carrier

multiplexing technique. Recent advances in digital signal processing (DSP)

and very large scale integrated circuit (VLSI) technologies have allowed

OFDM to be implemented in many standards [94]. OFDM technology allows

many users to transmit in an allocated band by sub-dividing the available

bandwidth into many narrow bandwidth carriers [54]. The narrow band-

width carriers result in the signal having a high tolerance to multi-path delay

spread, because the delay spread must be very long to cause significant inter-

symbol interference. The major disadvantage of OFDM technology is when

all the signal peaks happen at the same time which results in a signal with

a large peak. This problem is called peak to average power ratio (PAPR).

A lot of research is devoted to PAPR reduction techniques categorized as

clipping [83], scrambling [9], coding [79], unused spectrum cancellation [17],

nonbijective constellation [88], tone reservation and tone injection [90]. An

overview of most important PAPR reduction techniques is given in [23].

The PAPR proposed techniques are based on constellation shaping algo-

rithm with lower average energy where sequences with higher average energy

are pruned. The consequence of the pruning is that fewer sequences are
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available for the encoding, resulting in a reduced data rate for the system

and a 1dB shaping gain [44]. The peak reduction is performed by the defini-

tion of extra bits in different sub-spaces to reduce the signal peak. A novel

low complexity minimization technique called MMSE-Threshold is proposed

for PAPR reduction in Chapter 2. In addition, the peak reduction formu-

lated into a quadratic minimization problem is subsequently optimized by

the semidefinite programming algorithm [74].

The second application of non-linear optimization with MMSE criterion

is the airtime data traffic estimation, a crucial problem for wireless telecom-

munication services companies. By the exact estimation of airtime traffic,

these companies can manage their resources more effectively and reduce costs.

Later, these companies have the opportunity to sell their extra bandwidths

to other companies in daily basis. To generate predictions, information about

past events, called “time series data”, is collected. A lot of research is per-

formed in data traffic prediction categorized as naive [24], moving average

[18], exponential smoothing [87], autoregressive integrated moving average

[100] and state space models [57].

The proposed estimation technique called extended structural model (ESM)

is based on basic structural model presented in Chapter 3. ESM includes a

new optimization algorithm where maximum likelihood estimation is com-

bined with minimum mean absolute percentage error (MMAPE), to estimate
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the model parameter over the validation period of the data. This combina-

tion prevents a large degree of complexity of the optimization algorithm in

maximum likelihood estimation and provides the opportunity to update the

model parameters whenever new data become available.

1.1 Summary of the Dissertation

The organization of this thesis is as follows. After the introduction, PAPR

reduction in OFDM systems is defined in Chapter 2. The OFDM system,

used in fourth-generation standards, deals with the major problem of large

envelope fluctuations that can be described with PAPR [90]. Our proposed

method is based on the constellation shaping algorithm, which starts with a

larger constellation of points and the points with higher average energy are

removed [44]. We have combined this selection of constellation points with

the peak reduction algorithm by definition of dummy bits to lower the peak

energy as well as the average energy. The peak reduction technique leads

to binary quadratic optimization and proposal of a low complexity method

called MMSE-Threshold.

We have also applied the semidefinite programming algorithm (SDPA) to

the defined quadratic problem where its optimization package is available in

[15]. These techniques are compared with hill climbing [62] and simulated
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annealing algorithms [1], which are directly applied to minimize the PAPR

reduction. The simulation results represent that the MMSE-Threshold tech-

nique offers a considerable improvement in PAPR reduction, which in com-

parison with SDPA has much less complexity. Also compared with state-of-

the-art techniques, MMSE-Threshold has better or comparable PAPR with

low complexity and it has 1dB reduction in average energy.

Chapter 3 defines another non-linear optimization problem with max-

imum likelihood estimation criterion. Airtime traffic estimation is a very

important issue for telecommunication service providers and works with max-

imum likelihood estimation [3]. Over-estimation of future traffic can result in

wasteful usage of resources while under-estimation negatively impacts service

and causes customer dissatisfaction. This chapter presents a novel model: an

extension of the basic structural model (BSM) [35]. The new model along

with a novel search technique that combines maximum likelihood estima-

tion with mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) is presented. A simple

optimization technique (steepest descent) is used for optimization.

For comparison, a seasonal autoregressive integrated moving average pack-

age [95] is used to estimate airtime traffic. The simulation results for traffic

estimation represent that our proposed extended structural model (ESM) of-

fers improved performance over BSM and seasonal autoregressive integrated

moving average (SARIMA) techniques while it is capable of updating the pa-
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rameters, unlike the SARIMA method. Chapter 4 presents the contribution

of the thesis along with future work.



Chapter 2

PAPR Reduction in OFDM

Systems

2.1 Introduction

High data rate services are becoming popular. Physical media capable of

supporting broadband data transmission—including both wired (digital sub-

scriber lines, cable modems, power lines) and wireless media—will be used

for transmission. Usually, high data rate services require very reliable data

transmission, but most of these transmission systems experience many degra-

dations, such as large attenuation, noise, multi-path, interference, time vari-

ation and non-linearities. However, these systems must meet many con-

7



CHAPTER 2. PAPR REDUCTION IN OFDM SYSTEMS 8

straints, such as limited transmit power and, most importantly, low cost.

One popular physical-layer technique that can deal with these deficiencies

is multi-carrier modulation or orthogonal frequency division multiplexing

(OFDM).

A major problem with multi-carrier signals is large envelope fluctuation.

This is usually measured by a parameter called peak to average power ratio

(PAPR). Since power amplifiers are peak-power limited to work in linear re-

gions, we need to operate the system at power levels well below the maximum

power available. In practice, occasional saturation of the power amplifiers or

clipping in the digital-to-analog-converters is allowed. This non-linear dis-

tortion creates inter-modulation distortion that increases the bit error rate in

standard linear receivers, and it also causes spectral widening of the trans-

mitted signal, which increases adjacent channel interference to other users

[90].

High PAPR is also a major disadvantage of code division multiple access

(CDMA) systems. Since both OFDM and CDMA deal with high PAPR, we

compare OFDM technology with the CDMA technology, to emphasize the

advantages of OFDM over CDMA and why OFDM technology is suggested

for fourth-generation systems. That is why in this thesis we have just focused

on PAPR reduction in OFDM systems.
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2.2 OFDM and CDMA Technologies and Their

Comparison

Code division multiple access (CDMA) is a spread spectrum technique that

uses orthogonal or non-orthogonal spreading codes to multiplex users. For

example, Walsh codes, which are orthogonal and based on the Walsh matrix,

are one of the spreading codes in CDMA. With a wide bandwidth signal or

spread spectrum, any dips in the spectrum result only in a small loss of signal

power. CDMA is used in both second-generation (2G) and third- generation

(3G) mobile networks. 2G CDMA standards are branded CDMA-one, includ-

ing interim standard 95, version A (IS-95A) and interim standard 95, version

B (IS-95B). CDMA is the foundation for 3G services as well. The two dom-

inant international mobile telecommunications-2000 (IMT-2000) standards

are CDMA2000 and wide-band CDMA (WCDMA) [21].

In OFDM, with the spectrum split into many small bandwidth carriers,

fading will affect only a small number of such carriers. OFDM has been

implemented in many standards, such as digital audio broadcasting (DAB),

digital video broadcasting (DVB), IEEE 802.11a wireless local area network

(WLAN), IEEE 802.16a wireless metropolitan area network (WMAN), and

asymmetric digital subscriber line (ADSL).
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References [28, 54, 63] compare the performance of CDMA and OFDM

technologies. [28] studies the performance of direct sequence CDMA (DS-

CDMA), multi-carrier CDMA (MC-CDMA), and OFDM. De-spreading the

received signal at the receiver is done through the minimum mean square

error (MMSE) approach. [54] studies the suitability of OFDM in comparison

with CDMA as a multiplexing technique for a fixed wireless phone system

for rural areas of Australia. Several of the main factors affecting the per-

formance of an OFDM system are considered, including multi-path delay

spread, channel noise, distortion (clipping), and timing requirements. [63]

studies the performance comparison between CDMA and OFDM systems in

selective fading channels. In addition, two existing standards, universal mo-

bile telecommunications system (UMTS) terrestrial radio access frequency

division duplex (UTRA-FDD) and DVB, of the two systems are compared

with the comparison focused on the downlink.

These studies show that in a sharp selective fading channel, OFDM out-

performs DS-CDMA and MC-CDMA, and the capacity of an OFDM system

for a single cell is more than that of a CDMA system. In a multiple cell

system, OFDM has almost the same or more capacity than CDMA. It is

found that OFDM performs better than CDMA, providing a very high tol-

erance to multi-path delay spread, peak power clipping, and channel noise.

In addition, it provides high spectral efficiency. The CDMA system with a
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RAKE-receiver exhibits an inferior bit error rate (BER) performance com-

pared to an OFDM system. However, it has not been proven that OFDM

systems are superior to CDMA systems in every aspect. The implementa-

tion of orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) can lead to

a reduction of the bandwidth efficiency of OFDM (especially in up-link). In

addition, ignored are the problem of frequency offset, which is the weakness

of OFDM, and the multiple access interference (MAI) problem, caused by

the RAKE-receiver.

There has been some interest in the combination of these two technolo-

gies, named OFDM-CDMA technology. OFDM-CDMA is a method in which

a single data symbol is replicated into N parallel copies. Each branch of the

parallel stream is multiplied by a code of length N and then OFDM mod-

ulation is applied. To overcome the effect that deep fades significantly de-

grade system performance, OFDM can be combined with the direct sequence

spread spectrum technique, through which the signal is spread over various

sub-carriers to achieve frequency diversity.

References [5, 42, 68, 67, 58, 10, 40] study this technology. [5] studies

the applicability of OFDM combined with CDMA in an indoor environment,

with particular emphasis on channel equalization techniques. [42] studies

the performance evaluation of an OFDM-CDMA system in the frequency

domain using autoregressive (AR) modeling. [68] studies the performance of
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an OFDM-CDMA system in a slow Nakagami fading frequency non-selective

channel. [67] studies the effect of non-perfect power amplification on OFDM-

CDMA systems. [58] studies a scheme that combines the advantages of

OFDMA and CDMA to cope simultaneously with both frequency spread

and time spread. [10] studies the analysis of the performance of a convo-

lutionally coded CDMA system combined with OFDM in a frequency/time

selective fading channel, taking into account the Near-Far problem. [40] stud-

ies the performance of OFDM-CDMA systems combined with convolutional

and Turbo channel coding.

The literature shows that OFDM-DS-CDMA performs well in the down-

link, where each subscriber receives its own useful signal and the interference

signals from all the other users through the same channel. The equaliza-

tion based on channel inversion preserves the orthogonality characteristics

of the spreading codes, thus permitting the detection of the useful signal by

means of a single branch CDMA receiver. In general, OFDM-CDMA systems

perform better than OFDM systems with non-ideal power amplification, by

using a simple code word assignment scheme.
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2.3 OFDM Systems

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is a multi-carrier mul-

tiplexing technique. Recent advances in digital signal processing (DSP) and

very large scale integrated circuit (VLSI) technologies have allowed OFDM

to be implemented in many standards [94]. One recent successful implemen-

tation of OFDM is in digital audio broadcasting (DAB), which was developed

in Europe for terrestrial and satellite broadcasting of multiple digital audio

programs to mobile receivers. Another recent implementation is in asym-

metric digital subscriber line (ADSL) technology, which has been selected

by American national standard institute (ANSI) for transmission of digi-

tally compressed video signals over telephone lines. A pan-European project

digital video broadcasting (DVB) was launched in 1993 and developed the

digital video broadcasting-terrestrial (DVB-T) system, a terrestrial distribu-

tion system with data throughput up to 24 Mbps over an 8 MHz channel

using OFDM.

OFDM technology allows many users to transmit in an allocated band by

sub-dividing the available bandwidth into many narrow bandwidth carriers

[54]. Each user is allocated several carriers in which to transmit their data.

The transmission is generated so that the carriers used are orthogonal to one

another, thus allowing them to be packed together much more closely than in
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standard frequency division multiplexing (FDM). The result is high spectral

efficiency. Each carrier in an OFDM signal has a very narrow bandwidth,

so the resulting symbol rate is low, resulting in the signal having a high

tolerance to multi-path delay spread, because the delay spread must be very

long to cause significant inter-symbol interference.

2.3.1 Basic Principles of OFDM

The concept of OFDM is to transmit data in parallel quadrature amplitude

modulation (QAM) modulated sub-carriers using frequency division multi-

plexing. The carrier spacing is selected so that each sub-carrier is located on

all the other sub-carriers’ spectra zero crossing points. Although there are

spectral overlaps among sub-carriers, they do not interfere with each other

if they are sampled at the sub-carrier frequencies. In other words, they have

orthogonality in the frequency domain. The mathematical expression of an

OFDM signal is

x(t) =
N−1
∑

n=0

(an cos ωnt + bn sin ωnt), (2.1)

where an and bn are the in-phase and quadrature terms of the QAM signal,

and ωn is the sub-carrier frequency. By observing (2.1), one notices that

the OFDM signal is actually the real part of the inverse discrete Fourier

transform (IDFT) of the original data dn = an + jbn, i.e.,
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x(t) = Re

N−1
∑

n=0

(an + jbn)exp(−jωnt)

= Re{
N−1
∑

n=0

(an + jbn)(cos ωnt− j sin ωnt)}

=
N−1
∑

n=0

(an cos ωnt + bn sin ωnt),

(2.2)

where ωn = 2πn/(N∆t), t = l∆t, l is the number of OFDM symbol in t and

∆t is the symbol duration of the input serial data dn.

2.3.2 Guard Interval and Its Implementation

Linear distortions such as multi-path delay and micro-reflection cause inter

symbol interference (ISI) among OFDM symbols, resulting in loss of orthog-

onality and an effect similar to co-channel interference.

A simple solution to multi-path delay is to increase the OFDM symbol

duration so that it is much larger than that of the delay spread. However, this

solution may be difficult to implement because a large delay spread requires

a large number of sub-carriers and a large FFT.

Another method to combat multi-path distortion is to have a cyclically

extended guard interval, with each OFDM symbol preceded by a periodic

extension of the signal itself. The total symbol duration is Ttotal = Tg + Ts,

where Tg is the guard interval and Ts is the useful symbol duration. Since
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the guard insertion will reduce data throughput, Tg is usually less than Ts/4.

When the guard interval is longer than the channel impulse response or the

multi-path delay, ISI can be eliminated.

2.4 PAPR Definition

The peak of a signal x(t) is given by the maximum of its envelope |x(t)|.

However, for a continuous random process, max |x(t)| can reach infinity pro-

vided that the observation interval is long enough. Even in a discrete random

process where max |x(t)| is bounded, the maximum may occur at a very low

probability. Therefore, a more useful definition of peak is in probability terms

given by

Definition 1. A signal x(t) is said to have a peak xp at cut-off probability

Pc if

Pr[|x(t)| < xp] = Pc. (2.3)

Therefore, the peak to average ratio (PAR) of a random process x(t)

can be specified by its histogram. The PAR definition in (2.4) refers to

the probability density function (PDF) generated from its time samples (i.e.

collect R samples of x(t), plot its histogram, and the PDF is obtained as R
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tends to infinity).

PAR usually refers to a discrete-time measurement using {xg} which is

equal to x(gTtotal). Given an N -dimensional sample signal x of an OFDM

system, where N is the number of sub-carriers, the PAR of OFDM is defined

as,

PAR(x(t)) =
maxg |xg(t)|

2

Ex

[

1
N
|x(t)|2

] . (2.4)

Similarly, the peak to average power ratio (PAPR) is usually defined on

the continuous time signal x(t) as,

PAPR(x(t)) =
maxt |x(t)|2

Ex

[

1
NTtotal

∫ NTtotal

0
|x(t)|2dt

] . (2.5)

In general, PAPR(x(t)) ≥ PAR(x(t)) and therefore evaluating perfor-

mance in the discrete-time domain may lead to optimistic values. Peak-power

limitations are usually placed at the power amplifier, which limits the con-

tinuous time signals; therefore, PAPR is generally the more relevant metric

in practice [53].

2.5 Related Work

Much research has been devoted to the analysis of methods for reducing

PAPR. The following sections briefly explain the various techniques and their
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potential disadvantages. [23] is an overview of most important PAPR reduc-

tion techniques. All existing solutions involve some form of compromise. The

most obvious one is the trade-off between bandwidth and peak power. Obvi-

ously, if we reduce the data rate, we may reduce the system peak power even

without explicit peak reduction mechanisms. Most coding and some phase

optimization schemes have these problems. Unused spectrum cancellation is

also an implicit form of the trade-off between bandwidth and peak power. If

usable bandwidth is sacrificed for peak reduction, we are effectively trading

the data rate for lower system peak power.

Clipping

The simplest way to deal with PAPR is to clip the output signal. Many

researchers have analyzed this method [83], [29]. With this method, the

clipped signal will take higher-order harmonics that can end up in the out-

of-band spectrum. There is usually a strict limit on the out-of-band emission.

Therefore, these schemes may cause more problems than they solve. Peak

windowing schemes [75], [64] try to limit the out-of-band distrotion through

narrow-band windows. For example, a Gaussian window may be used to at-

tenuate a large peak. It offers reasonably good peak reduction at the cost of

increasing BER and smaller out-of-band distortion. Repeated clipping and

frequency domain filtering [2], [92] can reduce the PAPR without increasing
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the out-of-band power by clipping the over-sampled time domain signal fol-

lowed by filtering using an FFT-based, frequency domain filter designed to

reject out-of-band discrete frequency components. Filtering results in peak

regrowth. The distortion of the in-band signal results in shrinking of the

overall signal constellation and an added noise-like effect.

Scrambling

Scrambling is a technique to reduce the PAPR that can be applied on the

pattern of the input bits or sub-carriers. Correlated bit patterns generate

constellation points with high magnitude in time. Therefore, scrambling

the input bit streams may reduce the probability of large peaks generated by

those bit patterns. Some designers [9] selectively use the output of one of four

scramblers. The modulator selects the scrambled sequence that produces the

smallest peak. However, an error in the bits that encode the choice of scram-

bling sequence may lead to long propagation of decoding errors. Scrambling

can also be done on the pattern of the sub-carriers to reduce the PAPR [7].

Introducing a disturbance in the correlation among the sub-carriers reduces

PAPR. PAPR can be further reduced with the fixed scrambling pattern that

is separately optimized for each user code and the scrambling pattern held

while the same code combination is maintained.
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Coding

Coding schemes [79], [36], [80], [56] and [73] use well-known block codes to

reduce the peak power of OFDM systems with signal constellations, such as

binary phase shift keying (BPSK), quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK),

and m-array phase shift keying (MPSK). With block code, these schemes

can remove some constellation combinations with large peaks in the time

domain, a trade-off between data rate and peak power.

Phase Optimization

Some researchers, [13], [71], [14] and [30], have observed that by rotating the

channel constellations properly, the peaks can be reduced. Muller and Huber

[71] have introduced the partial transmit sequence (PTS) scheme, in which

the N -dimensional constellation (where N is the number of sub-carriers) is

divided into several blocks and the phases between blocks are optimized.

Friese [14] uses differential modulation across channels. Ho [30] presents a

dual-layered phase sequencing approach in partial transmit sequences (PTS)

to reduce the PAPR with lower complexity. The layers are classified as micro

and macro optimization layers. In the micro optimization layer, the C1 sub-

blocks are grouped into D1 divisions. On the second layer, each individually

optimized division is considered as a block for further PAPR reduction. Most
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researchers assume that the phase-rotation information is transmitted sepa-

rately via a reliable channel. For OFDM, a separate channel or additional

error-correcting codes are needed for that purpose. Either option reduces

the overall data rate of the system. Thus, it is once again a trade-off of

bandwidth vs. peak power.

Unused Spectrum Cancellation

In discrete multi-tone (DMT), a few high-frequency channels with SNRs

usually are too low to transmit any significant number of bits. This unused

spectrum may be used to transmit signals that can cancel out the signal

peaks. Gatherer and Polley [17] introduced this technique, which was later

improved in [89]. They are reasonably effective for DMT systems in the

discrete-time domain. Furthermore, for OFDM, the channels that carry the

data will be sacrificed for cancellation. Thus, for OFDM, these schemes trade

bandwidth for peak power.

Nonbijective Constellation

In these techniques, instead of each distinct bit pattern being mapped to

an N -dimensional constellation point, it is mapped to a set of constellation

points. Then, the constellation point with the lowest peak is chosen from
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the selected class; these methods are called selected mapping. Tellado and

Cioffi [88] extend the QAM constellation in each channel periodically and

partition the expanded constellation into cosets. The input bit pattern se-

lects a coset for each channel. Then, optimization is done to select the point

within each coset that minimizes the peak. Jones [37] extends the corner

point of the QAM constellation into a continuous region. [55] presents a new

selected mapping technique for an OFDM system with lower computational

complexity compared to a conventional selected mapping technique. It trans-

forms an input symbol sequence into a set of OFDM signals by multiplying

the phase sequences to the signal ( not at the output of IFFT but after a

certain stage of IFFT), and then the OFDM signal with the lowest PAPR is

selected. These algorithms do not sacrifice bandwidth for data rate; however,

they may violate the power constraint on the channel.

Tone Reservation and Tone Injection

In tone reservation methods, the basic idea is to reserve a small set of tones for

PAPR reduction [90], [52] and [81]. The problem of minimizing the PAPR

can be formulated as a convex problem and can be solved exactly. The

amount of PAPR reduction depends on the number of reserved tones, their

locations within the frequency band, and the amount of complexity. This

method describes an additive method for reducing PAPR in multi-carrier
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transmission and shows that reserving a small fraction of tones leads to large

reductions in PAPR even with simple O(N) algorithms at the transmitter,

and with no additional complexity at the receiver, where N is the number of

sub-carriers. When N is small, the set of tones reserved for PAPR reduction

may represent a non-negligible fraction of the available bandwidth and can

result in a reduction of data rate, thus motivating the use of PAPR reduction

methods with no rate loss.

In tone injection methods, the constellation size is increased so that each

point in the original constellation can be mapped to several equivalent points.

These extra degrees of freedom can be used towards PAPR reduction in [90]

and [31].

2.6 Proposed PAPR Reduction Method

In conventional shaping, one tries to minimize the average energy of the

constellation for a given number of points from a given packing. The price to

be paid for shaping involves: (i) an increase in the constellation-expansion-

ratio (CER), (ii) an increase in the peak to average power ratio (PAPR), and

(iii) an increase in the addressing complexity, which is the assignment of the

data bits to the constellation points.

In shaping, one starts with a number of points greater than what is re-
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quired for a specific bit rate, with the objective of providing some degree of

flexibility in the selection of the final constellation. In traditional shaping,

this flexibility is used to select the points of the least average energy, but it

could also be used to select the points with a low average energy and at the

same time result in a small value for the peak power along the time dimen-

sions. This result can be achieved with a signal constellation that has several

choices of points (in a multi-dimensional space) available for a given input

bit label. In this case, the transmitter side will select the constellation point

that results in a small average energy and at the same time has a small peak

power (among the possible choices corresponding to the given binary input)

as shown in Fig. 2.1. We mix the objectives of reducing the peak and the

average energy in the selection of the constellation. This requires finding a

proper cost function to incorporate the combined effects of the peak and the

average energy, while allowing for an efficient search procedure [44].

2.6.1 Definition of the System for the Average Energy

Reduction

Shaping is a method for reducing the average energy required to transmit

data relative to the average energy required for an unshaped (cube) constel-

lation while maintaining the minimum distance between constellation points.
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Figure 2.1: OFDM transmitter structure with constellation shaping and

PAPR reduction algorithm

This reduction in energy is measured by shaping gain, which is achieved with

a larger constellation size compared to an unshaped constellation where the

increase in constellation size is given by the constellation expansion ratio

(CER) as shown in Fig. 2.2. CER is defined as the ratio of the number of

points per 2-D of a shaped constellation to the minimum required number of

points per 2-D to achieve the same overall rate in an unshaped constellation

[16].

In an OFDM system, the input bit stream is used to generate an address,
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which is then mapped by the quadrature amplitude modulation to N complex

frequency points. Each of these points corresponds to a sub-carrier. With

redundancy in the addressing scheme, the constellations of the modulated

points can be shaped to reduce the overall signal energy. The modulated

points are passed through the OFDM IFFT modulator, whose outputs, after

parallel-to-serial conversion, represent N Nyquist rate time domain complex

samples of the baseband OFDM waveform.

Using the combination of addressing and QAM modulation allows us to

reduce the energy of the signal. Performing the constellation shaping for

all N sub-carriers simultaneously is difficult, and therefore we divide the

N sub-carriers into m sub-spaces each with k sub-carriers (N = mk), and
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the constellation shaping is performed individually for each sub-space. We

choose k equal to 32 because it has been shown that one can achieve most

of the available shaping gain using 32 sub-carriers [43]. To handle systems

with more sub-carriers, several of the sub-spaces are concatenated together.

Each sub-space is composed of k QAM points, and the objective of the

constellation shaping is to remove the sequences with the highest energy.

This removal is achieved as the sequences are grouped by energy, such that

sequences in the same group have similar energy compared to sequences in

other groups. Then, the groups with high energy sequences are pruned out

until the desired number of sequences is reached [44]. The consequence of

the pruning is that fewer sequences are available for the encoding, resulting

in a reduced data rate for the system and a 1dB shaping gain [44]. The block

diagram of the system is presented in Fig. 2.3.

2.6.2 Peak Reduction Algorithm with Low Complexity

One of the problems of the OFDM system is the disproportionate peaks

compared to the signal average. We propose a technique that works in con-

junction with constellation shaping to reduce the amplitude of these peaks.

The N transmitted sub-carriers are composed of m = N/k sub-spaces. In

each sub-space, we designate one bit as a dummy bit that does not carry any
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data. This gives us flexibility to select values of the dummy bits to reduce

the signal peak in the time domain. Since these dummy bits are used in

the shaping algorithm, they can have a significant effect on peak reduction.

Some preliminary results are given in [48].

To generate the time signal, we first set all the dummy bits in all the

sub-spaces to 0 and perform the addressing, modulation, and the IFFT for

all N points. The result is a time domain base band vector of N complex

points: z = z1, . . . , zN .

We define a complex clipping function as y = clip(z, T ), such that a point

zi in vector z will be mapped to point yi in vector y according to

yi =



















Tej arg(zi) |zi| ≥ T

zi otherwise

(2.6)

We define the error vector e for a given threshold T as

e = z− clip(z, T ), (2.7)

where z is the time domain signal vector for all the dummy bits set to 0.

The addressing operates on the individual sub-spaces, and therefore chang-

ing a dummy bit in one sub-space changes the frequency domain points in

that sub-space with no effect on the points in the other sub-spaces. We can

therefore construct a set of orthogonal vectors, with each vector correspond-
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ing to one sub-space.

Since the IFFT is an orthonormal transform, the orthogonal vectors in

the frequency domain result in new orthogonal vectors in the time domain.

We can construct a vector εi for each sub-space i. To create this vector,

we set the dummy bit to 0 in the sub-space i and perform the addressing

and QAM modulation for that sub-space. Then, we set the points in other

sub-spaces to zero, resulting in a frequency domain vector s̄i. Afterward,

we set the dummy bit in sub-space i to 1 and zero in other sub-spaces and

perform the same operation to obtain the frequency domain vector si. The

corresponding time domain vector εi is defined as

εi = IFFT(̄si − si). (2.8)

Each vector εi corresponds to the change of the time domain vector by

changing the dummy bit in sub-space i. Using the vectors εi, we can define

the transmitted time domain signal w for given dummy bit values α1, . . . , αm

as

w = z−

m
∑

i=1

αiεi, (2.9)

and based on definition of z, we have

z = IFFT(̄si). (2.10)
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From (2.8) and (2.10), we can rewrite (2.9) in the following

w = IFFT(̄si)−
m
∑

i=1

αiIFFT(̄si − si). (2.11)

To show that w is the transmitted time domain signal for selected value

of αi, we transfer w to frequency domain called wf as

wf = s̄i −

m
∑

i=1

αi(̄si − si), (2.12)

where



















if αi = 0, wf (i) = s̄i(i)

if αi = 1, wf (i) = si(i).

(2.13)

From equation (2.7) and (2.9), we can define the actual clipped error eact

as

eact = z−

m
∑

i=1

αiεi − clip

(

z−

m
∑

i=1

αiεi, T

)

. (2.14)

Minimizing the actual error defined in (2.14) is a complicated problem

because of non-linear clip function, therefore we define a new minimization

problem in (2.15). The performance of this minimization problem in terms

of PAPR reduction and symbol error rate are evaluated by simulation and

the results are presented in section simulation results.

Minimize

∣

∣

∣
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∣
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∣
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Consider a system with only one sub-space i and the corresponding dummy

bit value αi in (2.15). The first case has αi = 0, where the objective function

in (2.15) is ||e||2. In the second case, the dummy bit is set to one, i.e. αi = 1,

the objective function in (2.15) becomes ||e||2 + ||εi||
2 − 2Real(εH

i · e). We

can therefore define a decision function γ(i) for each dummy bit αi as:

γ(i) = ||εi||
2 − 2Real(εH

i · e), (2.16)

where ε
H
i is the hermitian of εi. We select αi = 0 for γ(i) ≥ 0 and αi = 1,

otherwise. We iterate over all the dummy bits, and use (2.16) to select the

value of each dummy bit. Then, new error vector is calculated from (2.9)

and (2.7), and new values of αi are obtained. This is done iteratively until

no further reduction is achieved in (2.15). This technique is called MMSE-

Threshold and the peak reduction algorithm is summarized in Fig. 2.4.

The complexity of MMSE-Threshold algorithm is O(N) scalar multipli-

cations from (2.16) and the total complexity is the complexity of MMSE-

Threshold algorithm plus the complexity of IFFT. Therefore the total com-

plexity of MMSE-Threshold is O(N log N) .

To evaluate the performance of MMSE-threshold which is based on (2.15),

this equation is also minimized with one of the classical methods of quadratic

programming called semidefinite programming [93]. Then to evaluate how

good (2.15) estimates the PAPR reduction, the peak to average energy of w
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{initialization}

Select random values for all dummy bits and perform addressing and IFFT to get z

Calculate e using (2.7)

Calculate all εi using (2.8)

{main loop}

while

for i from 1 to m do

if γ(i) in (2.16) ≥ 0 then

αi ← 0

else

αi ← 1

end if

end do

if not reached minimum PAPR

Select another random set for all dummy bits to calculate e

else

break

end if

end while

{end main loop}

return {α1, . . . , αm}

Figure 2.4: Peak error minimization algorithm for MMSE-Threshold
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given in (2.9) is minimized in terms of αi by two heuristic algorithms called

hill climbing and simulated annealing [66, 72].

The minimization of the quadratic problem given in (2.15) is known as

an unconstrained quadratic program (UQP) for binary variables. Many com-

binatorial optimization problems pertaining to graphs such as determining

maximum cliques, maximum cuts, maximum vertex packing, minimum cov-

erings, maximum independent sets, and maximum independent weighted sets

are also formulated as the UQP problem [46].

There are many non-linear optimization techniques that can be utilized

to solve the quadratic problem defined in (2.15). From the classical meth-

ods, we select semidefinite programming [93] for comparison with MMSE-

Threshold [93] to minimize (2.15).

To describe semidefinite programming, first we define a standard quadratic

problem as [59]

max xTQx

x ∈ {−1, +1}n1

(2.17)

where Q can be any symmetric matrix. Since xTQx = Trace(xTQx) =

Trace(xxTQ), (2.17) is equivalent to the following problem,
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max Trace(XQ)

s.t. X = xxT , x ∈ Rn1

Xl1l1 = 1, l1 = 1, . . . , n1.

(2.18)

The constraint X = xxT implies that X is symmetric, positive semidef-

inite and rank-1. Due to the constraint X = xxT , (2.18) is a non-convex

optimization problem. If we remove the rank-1 constraint, we obtain the fol-

lowing relaxed problem known as semidefinite programming (SDP) problem,

max Trace(XQ)

s.t. X ≥ 0

Xl1l1 = 1, l1 = 1, . . . , n1,

(2.19)

where X ≥ 0 means that X is symmetric and positive semidefinite.

The quadratic problem defined in (2.15) is solved by semidefinite pro-

gramming package given in [15]. First, the binary variables αis are changed

to x, (−1, 1) of semidefinite programming according to [70], then the solution

of semidefinite programming is mapped to the solution of binary quadratic

problem by randomization technique defined in [59]. The complexity of

semidefinite programming is estimated in polynomial time according to [59].

To evaluate how good (2.15) estimates the PAPR reduction, the peak to

average energy of w given in (2.9) is minimized in terms of αi by two heuris-
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tic algorithms called hill climbing and simulated annealing. Hill climbing

(discrete form of steepest descent algorithm) [66] is a search technique which

starts with a known solution and at each step examines all possible changes

to the input parameters, dummy bits in our case, and selects the change that

results in the best improvement. In this application, we set all the dummy

bits to 0, perform the entire encoding process and calculate the PAPR. Then,

we iterate over all the dummy bits, and for each dummy bit we flip the value

and perform the encoding and calculate the PAPR. For each flip, we must

undo all previous flips, i.e. each new solution is different from the current

one by one bit. We find the bit that results in the largest decrease, flip it

and continue until no further improvement is observed. The complexity of

hill climbing can be as large as that of the exhaustive search.

The other optimization technique examined is the simulated annealing [66].

Simulated annealing is a generalization of a Monte Carlo method for exam-

ining the equations of state and frozen states of a system [65]. To apply

the simulated annealing technique to our problem, we start with all dummy

bits set to zero and the solution with temperature Temp. In this applica-

tion, the PAPR is interpreted as the energy E of the system. Similar to the

hill climbing method, all the possible bits are flipped, and for each possible

dummy bit flip, ∆E is calculated as the difference in the PAPR in the two

cases. If the change is negative, the new configuration is accepted and if it is
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positive, it is accepted with the probability of exp(−∆E/(KBTemp), where

KB is the Boltzman’s constant. Over time, the temperature Temp will be

slowly decreased until it reaches 0, where the simulated annealing becomes

a hill climbing search. Once no further improvement is made, the algorithm

terminates. The complexity of simulated annealing can be as large as that

of the exhaustive search.

2.7 Simulation Results

The simulation is done for QAM-256 in two different cases for MMSE-

Threshold.

1- When the clipping threshold is set to zero, and starting point for the min-

imum PAPR search is set to all dummy bits equal to zero. In this case, the

simulations are done for two different numbers of sub-carriers, N = 128 and

N = 1024.

2- When the optimum value of threshold for minimum PAPR is determined

by simulation and few random starting points are tried to select the mini-

mum PAPR among them. In this case, the simulations are performed for

two different numbers of sub-carriers, N = 256 and N = 1024.

In both of these cases, as the number of sub-carriers changes, PAPR

changes considerably. In addition, simulation is done for different numbers of
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bits per dimension (QAM-4, QAM-16, QAM-64); however, there is a negligi-

ble change in PAPR. Therefore, the corresponding graphs are not presented.

In MMSE-Threshold, we have considered one dummy bit to have the

choice of selecting the set with lower PAPR. Simulation results show that

increasing the number of dummy bits has a negligible effect on PAPR but a

noticeable effect on the clipped energy above the threshold.

Since MMSE-Threshold is based on a clipping algorithm and clipping is a

non-linear operation, MMSE-Threshold does not guarantee that we can get

the minimum PAPR, but the simulation results show a large improvement

in PAPR for MMSE-Threshold compared to original OFDM. We minimize

the error by (2.15) at an appropriate threshold level and 20 random starting

points for case 2 of simulations for MMSE-Threshold.

In Fig. 2.6 and Fig. 2.5, the time domain signal is obtained by assuming

zero value for dummy bits in different sub-spaces and the threshold is set to

zero. In these figures, cumulative distribution of PAPR in terms of PAPR

values are depicted. From Fig. 2.6 and Fig. 2.5, it is clear that by the pro-

posed MMSE-Threshold, we have gained an improvement of approximately

5dB and 4dB at 10−3 in PAPR reduction for N = 128 and N = 1024, re-

spectively. Because the average energy in the proposed method has reduced

1dB, the PAPR graphs of the proposed method are shifted to the left with
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(N=128)

the amount of 1dB for a fair comparison. Fig. 2.7, shows the energy clipped

above threshold for different threshold levels. As it is clear from the graph,

by increasing the number of dummy bits, total clipped energy decreases but

it has a negligible effect on PAPR, which is shown in Fig. 2.8. Therefore, we

assume only one dummy bit in every sub-space.

Fig. 2.9 shows the probability that the PAPR is larger than some defined

value using a system with N = 256 for the following optimization techniques:
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MMSE-Threshold, semidefinite programming, hill climbing, simulated an-

nealing and exhaustive search. Fig. 2.9 indicates that MMSE-Threshold re-

sults in PAPR of 6.7 dB at the probability of 10−3, which corresponds to

an improvement of about 4dB over the original OFDM system, while SDPA

has achieved noticeably better PAPR with higher complexity. The PAPR

reduction for exhaustive search, hill climbing and simulated annealing are

better than that of MMSE-Threshold technique because they have mini-

mized the PAPR problem (not the quadratic problem defined in (2.15) with

much higher complexity compared to MMSE-Threshold.

Fig. 2.10 represents the PAPR results for a system with N = 1024 for

the following optimization techniques: MMSE-Threshold, semidefinite pro-

gramming, hill climbing and simulated annealing. The exhaustive search

algorithm is not feasible due to the size of the problem in this case. MMSE-

Threshold results in PAPR of 7.5 dB at the probability of 10−3, which cor-

responds to an improvement of about 4 dB over the original OFDM sys-

tem, while SDPA has noticeable improvement over that of MMSE-Threshold

with higher complexity. The PAPR reduction for simulated annealing is

better than that of MMSE-Threshold technique because it has minimized

the PAPR problem (not the quadratic problem defined in (2.15)) with much

higher complexity compared to MMSE-Threshold. The hill climbing perfor-

mance is significantly inferior compared to the simulated annealing technique
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because the number of sub-carriers is large.

In terms of symbol error rate (SER), MMSE-Threshold has negligible

degradation compared to the original OFDM signal in additive white Gaus-

sian noise (AWGN) channel and the corresponding graph is not presented.

2.7.1 Comparison with Other Methods

In the following, MMSE-Threshold technique is compared with state of the

art methods reported in [6], [96], [69], and [78].

In [6], an orthogonal projection-based partial transmission sequence ap-

proach has been presented. The modulation is 16-QAM OFDM with 128,

512, and 1024 sub-carriers. The amount of PAPR at 10−3 for the case of

N = 1024 is 7.5dB, which is comparable to MMSE-Threshold. In addition,

MMSE-Threshold achieves a shaping gain of 1dB. The complexity of the

method in [6] is N trials, each of which performs IFFT with complexity

N log N plus NV complex multiplications where V is the number of sub-

blocks (V can be a small or large number). From the complexity point of

view, MMSE-Threshold has less complexity. In addition, the system in [6]

requires a side information channel to send the phase vector.

In [96], active constellation extension (ACE) with frame interleaving is

proposed, where F frames with N sub-carries are combined into one super
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frame. The ACE algorithm is then applied to reduce the PAPR of the super

frame. Two cases using QPSK modulation are presented: with frame inter-

leaving with the number of sub-carriers equal to 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, and

2048 and without frame interleaving with the number of sub-carrier as 128

and 256. The case with frame interleaving can achieve more PAPR reduction

than without interleaving at the price of higher complexity.

For the case without interleaving and N = 256, 1024, the PAPR values at

probability 10−3 are 8.5dB, and 8.4dB, respectively. The PAPR of MMSE-

Threshold is better with PAPR values of 6.7 dB and 7.5 dB, respectively.

The complexity of the ACE without frame interleaving at the transmitter is

O(FN log N) for small or large values of F . This complexity is bigger than

the complexity of MMSE-Threshold method. In addition, MMSE-Threshold

method achieves a 1dB shaping gain, compared to ACE without frame in-

terleaving which slightly increase the average power (0.18dB).

With frame interleaving and N = 256, the PAPR at probability 10−3 is

8dB which is larger than that of MMSE-Threshold. The complexity of this

method at the transmitter is O(NF log NF ) which is bigger than the com-

plexity of MMSE-Threshold. In addition, MMSE-Threshold method achieves

a 1dB shaping gain, compared to ACE with frame interleaving which slightly

increases the average power (0.2dB). In terms of bit error rate (BER), there

is a little degradation in ACE with and without interleaving [96].
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In [69], a technique is presented that relies on a cubic constellation called

the Hadamard constellation, whose boundary is along the bases defined by

the Hadamard matrix. This method is combined with a selective mapping

(SLM) technique for further PAPR reduction, at the cost of increasing the

complexity.

The system is 16-QAM with 32, 64, and 128 sub-carriers before applica-

tion of the SLM technique. The PAPR at probability 10−3 is 6.8dB for a sys-

tem with 128 sub-carriers compared to MMSE-Threshold method at 6.7dB

with 256 sub-carriers. The complexity of the encoding algorithm for the

Hadamard constellation is O(3/2 log(N)), which is less than that of MMSE-

Threshold algorithm (O(N)). With the SLM technique for a system with 128

sub-carriers and one redundant bit, the PAPR is around 5.8dB, doubling the

complexity. MMSE-Threshold technique achieves a 1dB shaping gain over

the technique presented in [69]. In terms of SER, the technique in [69] has

negligible degradation compared to original OFDM.

In [78], a new trellis shaping design based on the control of the autocor-

relation side lobes of an OFDM data sequence with 256-QAM is presented.

Two types of bit mapping referred as Type-I and Type-II are designed to

achieve PAPR reduction. Type-I system of constellation mapping forms a

symmetry with respect to both of the axes while Type-II system is designed

such that all the quadrants of QAM bit mappings are identical.
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Type-I system with 256 sub-carriers with sign-bit shaping [12] results in

the PAPR at probability 10−3 as 7 dB, where MMSE-Threshold with 256

sub-carriers has PAPR 6.7 dB at probability 10−3. Type-II system with 256

sub-carriers with sign-bit shaping results in PAPR at probability 10−3 of

7.6 dB. Also, Type-II system has constellation expansion ratio of 2 for sign-

bit shaping compared to that of MMSE-Threshold method which is 1.35.

The complexity of both Type-I and II in [78] for encoding are estimated as

O(N 2) which is larger than the complexity of the MMSE-Threshold algo-

rithm (O(N)). In terms of BER, there is a significant degradation for Type-I

system and a small degradation for Type-II system compared to 128-QAM

OFDM which achieves the same information rate as sign-bit shaping 256-

QAM OFDM. In addition, MMSE-Threshold achieves a 1dB shaping gain

over the best results presented in [78].

2.8 Conclusion

A new method (MMSE-Threshold) for peak/average power reduction is pre-

sented. This technique is derived from the constellation shaping algorithm,

where the constellation points with lower average energy are selected from

a larger set of points. To select the points with lower peak energy, multiple

choices are available for a given sequence of data bits, and this flexibility
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is used to reduce the peak to average power ratio (PAPR). Subsequently,

this selection algorithm, which is formulated in terms of a zero-one quadratic

problem, is optimized by the semidefinite programming algorithm (SDPA).

Simulation results show that the PAPR reduction of MMSE-Threshold is

significant compared to the original OFDM. The PAPR reduction of SDPA

is noticeably better than MMSE-Threshold, while the complexity of MMSE-

Threshold is less than that of SDPA. MMSE-Threshold is compared with

some state-of-the-art methods, and the simulation results show that our pro-

posed technique has better or similar PAPR reduction compared to the state-

of-the-art techniques and the proposed technique’s complexity is low. In

addition, the proposed method results in a 1dB reduction in average energy.



Chapter 3

Data Traffic Estimation

3.1 Introduction

Accurate forecasting is crucial in many organizations and plays an important

role in most decision-making processes [3]. Companies rely on predictions

of demand to justify investment and to ensure that resources are correctly

allocated [11]. To generate predictions, information about past events, called

“time series data”, is collected. Time series data fall into four general pattern

types: stationary, trend, seasonal, and cyclical [24].

A stationary series is one whose basic statistical properties are constant

over time. The trend pattern is the long-term component that represents

the growth or decline of the time series over a long period of time. A sea-

51
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sonal pattern corresponds to a series that repeats every year, while a cyclical

pattern repeats every two, three, or more years.

Several of naive forecasting techniques use a very simple model to predict

future values. Some of these methods simply use the last observed value

to predict the future value [24]. For stationary data, the moving average

model is a suitable forecasting method, which makes a prediction based on

the mean computed from the most recent data [18]. Exponential smoothing

is a simple forecasting method, in which the forecast is constructed from an

exponentially weighted average of all past observations [87]. The exponential

smoothing model can be used to forecast stationary data; however, it does

not work well for data with trend and seasonality [87].

Autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) methods are more

advanced models that integrate an autoregressive model and a moving av-

erage model [100, 61]. This modelling is a very powerful tool that provides

accurate forecasts and, compared to the previous models, does not assume

any particular pattern in time series data. However, the disadvantage of

this model is that it needs a relatively large amount of data to develop the

model. In addition, there is no easy way to update the parameters as new

data become available, because the model has to be completely refitted.

Another advanced class of methods uses the structural state space models,
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which capture observations as a sum of separate components (such as trend

and seasonality) and can be used to forecast the stationary, trend, seasonal,

and cyclical data [57]. This is a very powerful technique in forecasting that

can easily update the parameters of the model as new data become available,

which is better than the ARIMA technique that needs to completely refit the

model.

3.2 Related Work

Several researchers investigated the problem of predicting the seasonal time

series. Magalhaes et al. proposed an approach to combine three forecasting

methods to predict the seasonal stream flow time series in southeast Brazil

[60]. The three techniques are the periodic autoregressive moving average

(PARMA) model and two fuzzy, clustering-based forecasting models. They

are combined by a simple neural network trained with the steepest descent

algorithm. The work provides results for a four-year prediction using 55 years

(660 points) as the training set.

Guang et al. presented a seasonal neural network model to forecast the

seasonal internet traffic of eastern China, CERNET [22]. This model consists

of three layers: the input layer, the hidden layer, and the output layer.

The data samples are divided into different sets such that every set contains
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one period of data and are used to train the neural network with a back

propagation technique. The length of the training data set is 30 days and

the calibration period is 10 days; since the traffic is collected hourly, the total

length of the training data is 720.

Young presented an unobserved component model that captures the effect

of a vector of exogenous variables [99, 97]. This model is used to restore

the non-stationary audio signal of a recorded piano sample. The stochastic

varying parameters of the model are described by the generalized random

walk process, and estimation of the parameters is performed by maximum

log-likelihood estimation using the Kalman filter. Parameter optimization

is performed in the frequency domain. An autoregressive spectrum of the

observation process is estimated to find the linear least square estimate of

the objective function. Kalman filter recursions are performed to restore the

signal, where the total number of samples was 3000.

The ARIMA technique is used to forecast NSFNET internet traffic, where

the traffic is seasonal and non-stationary [20]. A non-stationary series can

often be transformed into a stationary series if the data is subtracted from

the data in the previous period. To capture the seasonality, a seasonal form

of ARIMA (p, d, q) technique is used, where p is the order of the autore-

gressive part, d is the order of the differencing, and q is the order of the

moving average part, respectively. Data analysis is done by the S-PLUS [86]
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statistical package, where the appropriate values of p and q are determined

from inspection of the autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation functions.

Three diagnostic tests are described in [4], defined as standardized residu-

als, autocorrelation plot of the residuals, and goodness of fit statistics. The

training data are from August 1988 through June 1992, and the forecasting

is from July 1992 through June 1993.

Hansen and Nelson proposed a neural network model to forecast rev-

enues for the Utah legislative session in 1997 [25]. Two economic measure-

ments play significant roles in revenue forecasting: the growth rate for non-

agricultural employment and the total taxable sales. The first measurement

is a cyclical pattern of variable period, and the second measurement is a

quarterly seasonal pattern. The prediction is done with time-delay neural

network and the application of a genetic algorithm. The growth rate of non-

agricultural employment measurement is based on training data from 1981-96

and the forecast is performed for a period of one year. The taxable sale mea-

surement is based on training data from 1978 to 1996 and a prediction of one

year.

Tych et al. present a customized package, CRESFOR, for forecasting and

signal extraction [91]. This technique was developed at Lancaster University

to forecast up to three weeks in advance the hourly telephone calls made to

Barclaycard place. The model is an enhancement of the dynamic harmonic
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regression (DHR) model [98]. The DHR model is an extension of the BSM

model [26] but is different in the nature of the unobserved components, their

state space representation, and optimization of hyper-parameters. The train-

ing data span one year, 1998-1999, and the prediction period is 70 realization

points in one week.

Nelson et al. investigated if a neural network is capable of modelling the

data with seasonality [76]. They determined that deseasonalising the data

before applying the neural network model is better than using the data di-

rectly. Later, Prochazka [82] used a neural network to construct a forecasting

method without needing to deseasonalise the data. To process the data, [82]

first applied a wavelet transform and then used the neural network to forecast

in the wavelet domain.

Econometric models completely different from previous models can fore-

cast economic parameters and are suitable for cyclical data. Since economic

data may exist in both a time series and cross-sectional form (data between

two countries at the same time), we can also combine these two types of

information in the statistical models [38]. There are four basic models: the

fixed effect model, the random effect model, the random coefficient model,

and the coefficients as functions of exogenous variables model [19, 39, 34, 33].

These techniques are suitable for applications with short time series and that

include cross-sectional data. Several other forecasting techniques have also
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been proposed to forecast time series data [32, 85, 51, 8, 84, 27].

3.3 Data Traffic Model

3.3.1 Time Series Definition

Time series is a sequence of observations X1, X2, . . . , Xt−1, Xt of a random

process X at discrete time intervals, where an observation at time t is given

by Xt. Time series are often described as having trends and seasonal terms.

By plotting the data traffic, the total number of minutes of call per month in

Bell Canada network, we can easily inspect a linear trend, and seasonality of

12 since there are 12 months in a year. Then, each observation Xt is defined

as the summation of three components: trend, seasonal, and measurement

noise, and is given as [35]

Xt = µt + γt + εt, (3.1)

where µt is the trend component at time t, γt is the seasonal component at

time t, and εt is the measurement noise at time t. This is the simplest model

that can capture the behavior of our traffic. More sophisticated models are

tried by making non-linear trend or multiplicative seasonality but the results

were not promising.
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3.3.2 State Space Model

The observation sequence X1, . . . , Xt can be described by a state space model:

Xt =hαt + εt (3.2)

αt =Φαt−1 + Kθt. (3.3)

The state space model is described in terms h, Φ, and K. At time t,

the past observations of X are encapsulated by a state vector αt, and any

future observations are assumed to be independent of the past observations,

given this state vector. The state vector is composed of r state variables

α
(1)
t , . . . , α

(r)
t , such that αt = (α

(1)
t , . . . , α

(r)
t )T .

The current state αt is calculated from the previous state αt−1 by the

state equation (3.3), where Φ is a r× r matrix of the parameters, called the

transition matrix, and K is a r× nj matrix, called the state noise coefficient

matrix. The state noise θt is an nj-dimensional, zero-mean Gaussian noise

vector with the covariance matrix

Σ = E{θtθt
T} = diag(σ2

1, σ
2
2, . . . , σ

2
nj

). (3.4)

The observation Xt is calculated from the state vector αt by the obser-

vation equation (3.2). Here, h is a 1 × r observation vector and εt is the

measurement noise, defined as a white Gaussian noise with zero mean and

variance of σ2
ε .
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3.3.3 Basic Structural Model

The time series defined in (3.1) leads to the simplest (i.e. with fewest state

variables) corresponding state space model [35]:

µt =µt−1 + βt−1 + ηt

βt =βt−1 + ζt

γt =−
s−1
∑

u=1

γt−u + ωt,

(3.5)

with the state vector defined as

αt = (µt, βt, γt, γt−1, . . . , γt−s+1)
T . (3.6)

Given the equations in (3.5) and the state vector in (3.6), the correspond-

ing state space matrices Φ, K given in (3.3) can be derived. In this model, s

is the season period and βt is the trend slope. The parameters ηt, ζt, and ωt

are noise of the trend component, noise of the trend slope, and noise of the

seasonality component, respectively. These parameters are mutually uncor-

related white Gaussian random variables with a zero mean and variances of

σ2
η, σ2

ζ , and σ2
ω.

This model is well-known in statistical forecasting and has not been used

in telecommunications. Our data traffic shows an increasing linear trend with

seasonality factor equal to a period of 12 months. This model was selected

by inspection since it can capture the linear trend and seasonality of the
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data in a simple way. Other models with a higher degree of the recursive

equations and larger number of states have also been studied; however, there

was not much improvement in performance, although the models were more

complicated.

3.3.4 Model Parameter Estimation

The state space model is defined by equations (3.2) and (3.3) and one needs

to estimate some or all of the unknown parameters h, σ2
ε , Φ, and K. To

estimate the unknown parameters, the maximum log-likelihood criterion is

used. The likelihood of a time series X can be decomposed into the product

of the conditional distributions of each Xt on its predecessors, i.e.

L =

Nj
∏

t=1

P (Xt|X1, X2, . . . , Xt−1), (3.7)

where Nj is the total number of observations. Equivalently, we can also

calculate the log-likelihood function as

log L =

Nj
∑

t=1

log P (Xt|X1, X2, . . . , Xt−1). (3.8)

Since the joint distribution of the series X is multi-variate normal, the

distribution of any observation Xt conditioned on any other observation must

be normal. Given that the conditional probability density function P is
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Gaussian, the log-likelihood function of the time series X is given by

log P (Xt|X1, X2, . . . , Xt−1) = −
1

2
log 2π −

1

2
log Ft −

1

2Ft

(Xt −X t)
2

= −
1

2
log 2π −

1

2
log Ft −

V 2
t

2Ft

,

(3.9)

where X t is the mean of the distribution, Ft is the variance, and Vt = Xt−X t

is the prediction error. The log-likelihood of the series is then given by

log L = −
Nj

2
log 2π −

1

2

Nj
∑

t=1

log Ft −
1

2

Nj
∑

t=1

V 2
t

Ft

. (3.10)

To compute this log-likelihood function, the X t and Ft must be calculated

for all t = 1, . . . , Nj. This calculation is achieved by a set of recursions, called

the Kalman filter recursions.

These recursive computations are divided into two sets of equations: pre-

diction equations and update equations [41]. From (3.3), we can derive the

prediction equations given as

at|t−1 =Φat−1

Ct|t−1 =ΦCt−1Φ
T + KΣKT ,

(3.11)

where at|t−1 is the minimum mean square estimate of the state αt, given all

the previous observations at time t−1. The corresponding covariance matrix

of this estimate is given by Ct|t−1.
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The update equations for the Kalman filter are given as [35]

X t =hat|t−1

Ft =hCt|t−1h
T + σ2

ε

Ct =Ct|t−1 −Ct|t−1h
ThCt|t−1/Ft

at =at|t−1 + Ct|t−1h
T (Xt −X t)/Ft,

(3.12)

where at is the minimum mean square estimate of the current state αt at

time t, and Ct is the corresponding covariance matrix of this estimate.

In practice, the recursions are started at t = 1, requiring the estimator of

the state at t = 0, a0 and the corresponding error covariance matrix C0. It

can be shown that for models that reach a steady state, the state estimates

for large t are unaffected by the initial choice of a0 and C0. The important

advantage of this recursive algorithm is that at|t−1, at and X t are updated

for new available data without needing to restart the computation for all the

previous data.

The Kalman filter is first used to compute the log-likelihood function,

which must then be maximized to find the unknown parameters. This is an

optimization problem, and for our case, Σ = diag(σ2
η, σ

2
ω) and σ2

ε include

the unknown variables in log-likelihood function. In this work, we have

implemented optimization techniques such as steepest descent [77], quasi-

Newton, and simulated annealing [45] to optimize the log-likelihood function.
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The implementation results are similar while steepest descent is a simple

method and obtains the minimum at a fast convergence rate.

3.4 Extended Structural Model

To improve performance in traffic prediction, we define the extended struc-

tural model by adding extra degrees of freedom to the basic structural model

in (3.5). The extended traffic model is given as

µt =bjµt−1 + cjβt−1 + ηt

βt =djβt−1 + ejζt−1

ζt =fjζt−1

γt =−
s−1
∑

u=1

γt−u + ωt.

(3.13)

The parameter ζt in the model defined in (3.13) is changed from a ran-

dom variable in the basic structural model in (3.5) to a state variable. The

extended model also contains additional variables bj, cj, dj, ej, and fj. In

this model, the state vector is defined as

αt = (µt, βt, ζt, γt, γt−1, . . . , γt−s+1)
T . (3.14)

During the training phase, both the basic structural model parameters Σ
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and σ2
ε , as well as the extended structural model parameters bj, cj, dj, ej,

and fj must be estimated. The data available to build the model (training

sequence) is divided into a model training sequence and a model validation

sequence. Note that the model training sequence must be followed by the

model validation sequence.

The algorithm first selects initial values for bj, cj, dj, ej, and fj. Using

these values and the model training sequence, the Kalman filter prediction

and update equations in (3.11) and (3.12) are used to estimate the noise

variances Σ = diag(σ2
η, σ

2
ω) and σ2

ε by maximizing the log-likelihood function

(3.8).

The estimated noise variances are used by the model to predict future

values that are compared to the model validation sequence. The quality

of the model is calculated as the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE)

between the predicted values and the model validation sequence. The values

for the extended model parameters bj, cj, dj, ej, and fj are changed according

to an optimization search strategy, and the entire process is repeated, leading

to a new set of parameters and a new value for the MAPE. In this work, the

search follows a steepest descent algorithm; however, other search techniques

could be also used.

The parameters bj, cj, dj, ej, and fj that resulted in the lowest MAPE are
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used by the Kalman filter to build the final model. However, in this case the

entire training sequence, i.e. both the model training and model validation,

is used. The entire training algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.1. These results are

presented in [47, 49, 50].

3.5 Simulation Results and Comparison with

Other Methods

The effectiveness of the ESM forecasting model is tested by its prediction of

the number of airtime minutes per month on the Bell Canada network. To

collect this data, the switch measures the call times for every call, which are

then summed for a given month. Since there are 12 months in a year and the

traffic follows a yearly seasonal behavior, the seasonality of the model was

selected as 12. Using this data, the performance of the ESM is compared to

that of both the BSM and the X12-ARIMA [95] software. X12-ARIMA is a

seasonal ARIMA package designed by the US census bureau that needs at

least three complete cycles of data for prediction to have a small prediction

error.

The available data sequence is divided into training and test sequences;

the training sequence is used to build the models and the test sequence is used
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{initialization}

Split the training data into model training and model validation sequences

Select initial values of bj , cj , dj , ej , and fj

while

Train the Kalman filter by the model training sequence using equations (3.11) and (3.12)

Maximize the log-likelihood function by steepest descent to find Σ and σ2
ε

Use the Kalman filter on the model validation sequence to generate the predictions

Error ← MAPE over the model validation sequence between the observed and predicted data

if Error < minError then

minError ← Error

bopt ← bj , copt ← cj , dopt ← dj , eopt ← ej , fopt ← fj

end if

if not done

Select new values for bj , cj , dj , ej , and fj

else

break

end if

end while

Train the Kalman filter over the model training and model validation sequence using bopt, copt, dopt,

eopt, fopt

Maximize the log-likelihood function by steepest descent to find Σ and σ2
ε

Output the model

Figure 3.1: Extended structural model training algorithm
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Figure 3.2: Model training and model validation sequences for the ESM

model

to measure the performance of the models. Both the BSM and ARIMA use

the entire training sequence to build the model, while ESM further divides

the training sequence into model training and model validation sequences.

Fig. 3.2 shows the data sequence of 65 points divided into a model training

sequence with 55 points and a model validation sequence with 10 points; the

entire training algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.1.

Fig. 3.3 shows the wireless traffic prediction using X12-ARIMA, BSM, and
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ESM models compared to the actual observed values. In Fig. 3.3, the first 55

points (training sequence) were used to train each model. In the case of ESM,

the training sequence was further divided into first 45 points as the model

training sequence followed by 10 points of the model validation sequence.

Then, the models were used to predict points 56 to 65 (test sequence) and

absolute percentage error between the predictions and the actual observations

was calculated.

Fig. 3.4 shows similar results for 75 points, where the first 65 points

are the training sequence, and points 66 to 75 are the test sequence. In

the case of ESM, the training sequence was divided into a 55 point model

training sequence and 10 point model validation sequence. Fig. 3.5 and

Fig. 3.6 show the corresponding absolute percentage error of the different

model predictions.

In both of the figures, we see that the ESM model follows the observed

data more closely than either the BSM or the X12-ARIMA models. The

improvement of the ESM over the BSM and the X12-ARIMA is better as

the prediction period increases. We can also observe an improvement of each

model as an extra 10 training points are added.

The absolute percentage error results in Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6 are sum-

marized in Table 3.1, which reports the mean absolute percentage error cor-
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Figure 3.3: Prediction of 10 points for the wireless traffic using different

models, 55 training points
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Figure 3.4: Prediction of 10 points for the wireless traffic using different

models, 65 training points
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Figure 3.5: Absolute percentage error for 10 point prediction of the wireless

traffic using different models, 55 training points
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Figure 3.6: Absolute percentage error for 10 point prediction of the wireless

traffic using different models, 65 training points
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Training Test X12-ARIMA BSM ESM

mean absolute percentage error

points 1-55 points 56-65 5.81 % 7.69 % 4.83 %

points 1-65 points 66-75 3.70 % 7.67 % 2.29 %

maximum absolute percentage error

points 1-55 points 56-65 13.27 % 17.82 % 9.64 %

points 1-65 points 66-75 8.54 % 12.76 % 5.02 %

Table 3.1: Mean absolute percentage error and maximum absolute percentage

error for the different prediction models

responding to the error values in Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6 averaged over the

prediction period. The maximum absolute percentage error is the maxi-

mum error value reported in Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6. As Table 3.1 shows, the

ESM model has the smallest value of mean absolute percentage error and

maximum absolute percentage error compared to the BSM and X12-ARIMA

models.

3.6 Conclusion

This chapter presented a prediction model of the total number of minutes

of wireless airtime per month on the Bell Canada network. The presented
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model is the new extended structural model (ESM) that was derived from

the basic structural model (BSM). This novel technique is combined with a

novel optimization algorithm where maximum likelihood estimation is com-

bined with minimum mean absolute percentage error (MMAPE), to estimate

the model parameter over the validation period of the data. This combina-

tion prevents a large degree of complexity of the optimization algorithm in

maximum likelihood estimation and provides the opportunity to update the

model parameters whenever new data become available.

Simulation results show that the ESM model has an improved mean ab-

solute percentage error (MAPE) over the BSM and seasonal ARIMA model.

In addition, the maximum of MAPE is also improved ensuring a more accu-

rate forecasting for a longer period of prediction. The improved prediction

can significantly reduce the cost for wireless service providers, who need to

accurately predict future wireless spectrum requirements.



Chapter 4

Conclusion

4.1 Contributions

This dissertation considers two applications of non-linear programming: PAPR

reduction in OFDM systems and airtime traffic estimation which both inter-

est wireless service providers in cost saving. Signal fluctuation is a major

disadvantage of OFDM and many other multi-carrier systems where these

fluctuations can saturate the amplifiers and result in non-linear activity of the

system. This problem is defined as peak to average power reduction (PAPR)

in the literature. The proposed PAPR technique is based on constellation

shaping algorithm and the improvements are explained later in the following.

The second application is the airtime traffic estimation. This is an important
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problem for many organizations and accurate forecasting can result in a huge

cost saving for the companies. The proposed technique for airtime traffic es-

timation is based on the basic structural model and the improvements are

described in the following.

Peak Reduction Algorithms with Low Complexity

Peak reduction is performed by defining extra bits (one dummy bit in every

sub-space) where these dummy bits are used in the shaping algorithm as

well. With the extra flexibilities provided by the dummy bits, we are able to

reduce the peak energy as defined in section 2.6.2. Also, a new formulation

based on MMSE criterion is defined in (2.15) where the complexity is lowered

by definition of decision function in (2.16). The MMSE-Threshold technique

has an improvement of approximately 4dB at 10−3 in PAPR reduction for

N = 1024. In addition, minimization of (2.15) which is a quadratic problem

is performed by semidefinite programming algorithm in section 2.6.2 which

has a noticeable improvement for SDPA in PAPR reduction over that of

MMSE-Threshold with higher complexity.

Application of Heuristic Algorithms for PAPR Reduction

The original PAPR reduction (peak of the signal energy divided by average of

the signal energy) is optimized by two heuristic algorithms: hill climbing and

simulated annealing. Simulation results presented in Chapter 2 indicate that
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for a small number of sub-carriers, hill climbing and simulated annealing can

represent the exhaustive search while for a larger number of sub-carriers, sim-

ulated annealing has a significant improvement over that of the hill climbing

method. Both of these techniques have a large computational complexity.

Extended Structural Model for Airtime Traffic Estimation

A novel model called the extended structural model (ESM) is defined in sec-

tion 3.4 and captures the behavior of airtime voice traffic. This novel model

works with a proposed algorithm in the maximization of likelihood function

where it combines the maximum likelihood estimation with mean absolute

percentage error (MAPE). Then the model parameters are optimized by the

MAPE criterion over a validation interval. The results provided in Chap-

ter 3 indicate a performance improvement in terms of MAPE for ESM over

BSM and X-12 ARIMA technique in the test interval and a smaller peak for

absolute percentage error. In addition, ESM is capable of updating its pa-

rameters when new data become available, but the X-12 ARIMA technique

needs to completely rebuild the model.

4.2 Future Work

As explained in Chapter 2, the MMSE-Threshold algorithm works based on

constellation shaping, where the points with higher energy are removed. As
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future work, we can execute a much smarter selection of points: removing

the points with higher average energy and higher peaks and still using the

dummy bits for more peak reduction.

In addition, the defined quadratic problem for the MMSE-Threshold tech-

nique is simplified to remove the non-linearity. As future work, we can con-

sider the clipping function (non-linearity) and try to minimize it. In addition,

we can try another quadratic programming method such as sphere decoding

instead of the semidefinite programming, and try to find a lower bound to

reduce the complexity.

As a continuation of airtime traffic estimation defined in Chapter 3, we

can add the effect of some demographic factors such as gross domestic product

(GDP), population, connection charges, and so on. These effects can result

in a non-linear model that can not use the Kalman filter in optimization,

but we can use the extended Kalman filter. In addition, we can replace the

extended Kalman filter with particle filter with the advantage that, with

sufficient samples, particle filters approach the Bayesian optimal estimate, so

they can be made more accurate than the extended Kalman filter.



Appendix A

List of Abbreviations and

Symbols

Abbreviations

2G Second generation

3G Third generation

ACE Active constellation expansion

ADSL Asymmetric digital subscriber line

ANSI American national standard institute

AR Autoregressive
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ARIMA Autoregressive integrated moving average

BER Bit error rate

BPSK Binary phase shift keying

BSM Basic structural model

CDMA Code division multiple access

CER Constellation expansion ratio

DAB Digital audio broadcasting

DHR Dynamic harmonic regression

DMT Discrete multi-tone

DS-CDMA Direct sequence CDMA

DSP Digital signal processing

DVB Digital video broadcasting

DVB-T Digital video broadcasting-terrestrial

ESM Extended structural model

FDM Frequency division multiplexing

FFT Fast Fourier transform

GDP Gross domestic product
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IDFT Inverse discrete Fourier transform

IFFT Inverse fast Fourier transform

IMT-2000 International mobile telecommunications-2000

IS-95A Interim standard 95, version A

IS-95B Interim standard 95, version B

ISI Intersymbol interference

MAI Multiple access interference

MAPE Mean absolute percentage error

MC-

CDMA

Multi-carrier CDMA

ML Maximum likelihood

MMAPE Minimum mean absolute percentage error

MMSE Minimum mean square error

MPSK M-array phase shift keying

OFDM Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing

OFDMA Orthogonal frequency division multiple access

OOB Out-of-band
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PAPR Peak to average power ratio

PAR Peak to average ratio

PARMA Periodic autoregressive moving average

PDF Probability density function

PTS Partial transmission sequence

QAM Quadrature amplitude modulation

QPSK Quadrature phase shift keying

SARIMA Seasonal autoregressive integrated moving average

SDP Semidefinite programming

SDPA Semidefinite programming algorithm

SER Symbol error rate

SNR Signal to noise ratio

UMTS Universal mobile telecommunications system

UQP Unconstrained quadratic program

UTRA-

FDD

UMTS terrestrial radio access frequency division duplex

VLSI Very large scale integrated circuit
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WCDMA Wideband code division multiple access

WLAN Wireless local area network

WMAN Wireless metropolitan area network

Western Symbols

an in-phase term of the QAM signal

at MMSE estimate of state αt at time t, (r × 1)

at|t−1 MMSE estimate of state αt at time t− 1, (r × 1)

bj extra parameter defined for the ESM model

bn quadrature term of the QAM signal

bopt optimum value of bj

cj extra parameter defined for the ESM model

copt optimum value of cj

C1 number of sub-blocks

Ct covariance matrix of the estimate of αt at time t, (r × r)

Ct|t−1 covariance matrix of the estimate of αt at time t−1, (r×r)

d order of the differencing in ARIMA
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dj extra parameter defined for the ESM model

dn original data

dopt optimum value of dj

D1 number of divisions

ej extra parameter defined for the ESM model

eopt optimum value of ej

e error vector of the clip function of z

eact actual clipped error vector

E energy of the simulated annealing process (PAPR of the

system)

fj extra parameter defined for the ESM model

fopt optimum value of ej

F number of frame

Ft variance of Vt

g index of discrete measurement of x

h observation vector, (1× r)

i index of the sub-space
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J1 number of constellation shaping modules

k number of sub-carriers in every sub-space

K1 number of bits per 16 OFDM symbols

KB Boltzman’s constant

K state noise coefficient matrix, (r × nj)

l number of OFDM symbols in t

l1 index of vector x

L likelihood function of the time series Xt

m number of sub-spaces

m1, . . . ,m16 number of rings in shell mapping

n sub-carrier index

n1 constant number (vector dimension)

nj dimension of the zero-mean Gaussian noise vector

N total number of sub-carriers

Nj total number of observations

p order of the autoregressive part of ARIMA

P density function
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Pc cut-off probability

q order of the moving average part in ARIMA

Q matrix of constants in quadratic function, (n1 × n1)

r number of state variables

R number of samples of x(t)

s period of seasonality

s̄i frequency domain signal vector with dummy bit set to zero

in sub-space i

si frequency domain signal vector with dummy bit set to one

in sub-space i

t time index

T clipping threshold for PAPR proposed algorithm

Tg guard interval

Ts useful symbol duration

Ttotal total symbol duration

Temp temperature in simulated annealing process

u index of seasonality
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u1 uncoded bits per OFDM symbol

V number of sub-blocks

Vt prediction error of the conditional distribution

w transmitted time domain signal vector

wf frequency domain vector of w

x OFDM time domain signal

xp peak of the OFDM signal

x vector of binary variables, (n1 × 1)

X time series data

Xt observation of the data traffic at time t

X t mean of the conditional distribution Xt|X1, X2, . . . , Xt−1

X matrix of rank-1, (n1 × n1)

yi received point

y clipped OFDM time domain vector at threshold T

z OFDM time domain signal vector with all dummy bits set

to zero
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Greek Symbols

αi dummy bit value in sub-space i

αt state vector, (r × 1)

βt trend slope

γ(i) decision function of dummy bit in sub-space i

γt seasonal component of the data traffic

∆t symbol duration of dn

εt measurement noise of the data traffic

εi constructed time domain vector in sub-space i

ζt noise of the trend slope

ηt noise of the trend component

θt state noise vector, (nj × 1)

µt trend component of the data traffic

σ2
η, σ

2
ω, σ2

ε noise variances

σ1, . . . , σnj
variance of θt

Σ covariance matrix of the state noise θt, (nj × nj)

Φ transition matrix, (r × r)
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ωn sub-carrier frequency

ωt noise of the seasonality component
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